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Abstract. Some developments of the d-dressing method concerning an algebraic scheme of 
constructing integrable equations and construction of solutions with special properties are 
considered. It is demonstrated how the matrix KP equation appears from the scalar dressing 
and, more generally, how to construct the integrable system corresponding to an arbitrary 
triad of polynomials. Using the nonlocal d-problem approach in (2 + 1) dimensions, it is 
shown that the ^-problem with a shift and (for decreasing solutions) the Riemann problem 
with a shift naturally arise in (1 +1) dimensions. The Boussinesq equation and the first order 
relativistically-invariant systems are investigated. The developed approach allows one also 
to investigate the structure of the continuous spectrum and the inverse scattering problem 
for an arbitrary order ordinary differential operator on the infinite line. 

§1. Introduction 

This work may be considered as a development of paper [1]. Some approaches outlined 
in that paper are developed here in more detail. We also present new results concerning 
relativistically-invariant systems of equations, the inverse problem for an operator on 
the infinite line and a simple interesting result for an algebraic scheme of constructing 
equations integrable via d-dressing. 

The starting point of our work is the dressing method based on the nonlocal d-
problem [1-5]. This is a powerful method of constructing (2 + l)-dimensional mtegrable 
equations together with a broad class of their solutions. 

The dressing method establishes the correspondance between a triad of rational func
tions of one complex variable and an integrable system of equations. Using different 
normalizations of the nonlocal 9-problem [5], we show how to construct this system of 
equations effectively for an arbitrary triad of polynomials. 

Deleting the dependence on one variable, we go to a one-dimensional case. In terms 
of the d-problem this leads us to a problem with a special kind of nonlocality—the d-
problem with a shift and to the Riemann problem with a shift. It appears that these scalar 

Key words and phrases. Inverse scattering problem method, the dressing method, ^-problem, the 
Riemann problem. 
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nonlocal problems are a general and natural technical tool in the (1 + l)-dimensional 
case. 

The main objects of our investigation are the KP equation and the system of equations 
of the N-wave type [5]. Slightly modifying the KP equation and descending to (1 + 1) 
dimensions, one obtains the Boussinesq equation. The developed approach enables us 
to construct small nonsingular decreasing solutions of this equation and to investigate 
the continuous spectrum of its L-operator. The geometry of this spectrum is rather 
interesting, the spectral data are localized on a hyperbola in the complex plane and on 
a segment of the real axis and decreasing solutions are given by the Riemann problem 
with a shift on this curve (see another approach in [6]). 

Using N-wave type equations in (2 + 1) dimensions, we obtain relativistically-invariant 
systems in (1 + 1) dimensions. These systems were integrated first by Zakharov and 
Mikhailov [7], using the matrix local Riemann problem. In our work we use the scalar 
nonlocal problem and obtain some new spectral information for these equations. 

Finally we use the developed technique to study the inverse scattering problem for 
the differential operators of arbitrary order on a line. A special case of this problem was 
considered in detail in [8]. Our investigation is not so detailed. We use the ideology of 
the dressing method and do not treat the direct scattering problem at all. The dressing 
method yields the structure of the continuous spectrum, which is quite nontrivial. The 
spectral data are localized on certain algebraic curves in the complex plane, and the 
inverse problem is reduced to the Riemann problem with a shift on these curves. 

We would like to emphasize that the calculations in this work are based on the 8-
dressing technique and they are mainly formal. A rigorous investigation of the underlying 
analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. The integral operators are supposed to be 
"small" in some sense, so that the integral equations are uniquely solvable. But we hope 
that this work produces a relationship between the formal technique and spectral theory. 

§2. The ^-dressing: the basic technique 

We briefly outline the technique of the d-dressing method in this paper, restricting 
ourselves to the scalar case as the simplest. We would like to emphasize that most of the 
content of this part is not original and is in the main described in the papers mentioned 
above (excluding the derivation of the matrix KP equation through the scalar dressing 
and construction of the U-V pair corresponding to an arbitrary triad of polynomials). 

The scheme of the dressing method uses the nonlocal ^-problem with the special 
dependence of the kernel on additional (space and time) variables: 

5(V>(x, Л) - 77(x, A)) = Аф(х, Л), ty(x, Л) - т/(х, A)),AHoo -> 0, (1) 

Rip = / / tl)(\)R(\,fi)exp(<piXi)dti/\dji, w = Ki(fi) - tf,-(A), 1 ^ i ^ 3, (2) 

where A e С, д = д/дХ, rj(x,\) is a rational function of A (normalization), I<i(X) are 
rational functions, the choice of which determines the equation that can be solved using 
the problem (1). We suppose that the kernel Я(А,/х) equals zero in a neighborhood with 
respect to A and to /i of the divisor of poles of the functions Ki(X), tends to zero as 
X,fj, —• oo, and that for the chosen kernel #(A,/i) the problem (1) is uniquely solvable 
(at least for sufficiently small x). The solution of the problem (1) normalized by rj is 
the function 

0(x,A) = ?7(x,A) + <p(x,A), 
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where т;(х, Л) is a rational function of Л (normalization), y>(x, Л) decreases as Л -• oo 
and is analytic in a neighborhood of the poles of Ki(\). 

The problem (1) reduces to the integral equation for the function ф: 
^(х,Л) = а - 1 а д х , Л ) + г7(х,Л)), (З) 

here 

(«- V)(A) = (an)-1 Jj (3j3jj<tt' л <й' 

-™*Hff $$$"*•*• 
which is assumed to be uniquely solvable for a given R. Solvability is guaranteed if the 
operator d~lR is "small enough" (i.e., the norm of this operator is less then 1 for some 
properly chosen space of̂  functions). 

Let us introduce p(A, Л) = ду>. Now 

<Kx, A) = r/ + (2m)'1 j j -^X)dXl л <&'• (4) 
Substituting (4) in (3), we can get another form of the basic integral equation resolving 
the nonlocal d-problem 

р(х|А) = Л(|7 + 5- 1р) . (5) 
2.1. Special cases of the nonlocal d-problem. In the most important cases the kernel 
#(A,/x) is a singular function localized on some manifold in C2. This means that the 
kernel contains the <!>-function localized on the corresponding manifold, or in other words 
that the measure of integration in the operator d~lR is localized on this manifold. The 
operator д~гЙ, in this case is still well defined. 
The d-problem with a shift. In a typical situation this manifold is a covering of the 
complex A-plane defined by the equation 

/(A,A,^,/2) = 0, (6) 
where f is a function in C2. Equation (6) defines a multi-valued shift function /x = 
/it(A, A). The kernel of the problem (1) in this case reads 

fi = ^ft(A,A)f(/ i - / i i (A,A)). 
i 

We shall call this case the d-problem with a shift, 
The nonlocal Riemann problem. Another special case of the problem (1) is a nonlocal 
Riemann problem. Let 7 = A(£), £ € R be an oriented curve in a complex plane (may 
be not connected) and let the kernel of the problem (1) be concentrated on the product 
of couple of these curves in A and in \i planes. In other words, 

Д(Л^)=«7(А)ДУ(А,«)«7Ы, (7) 
where <S7(A) is a 6-function picking out points on 7. The solution ф of the problem 
(1) with kernel (7) is rational outside 7 and has boundary values ф+, ф~ on 7. After 
regularizing S1 we obtain from the problem (1) with kernel (7) the nonlocal Riemann 
problem 

Ф+-Ф~ = \ J№ + tf-)Ar(A,rid?, (8) 

the integration in (8) is performed along the curve 7. 
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The Riemann problem with a shift. A combination of these two special cases leads to 
the Riemann problem with a shift (or Carleman's problem). The shift function /i = A*x(A) 
is defined now on the curve 7 ( A,/x e 7). In this case 

i 

and 
Ф+-Ф~ = \ £(V>+(MA) + ф-(^(\)Щ(\), (9) 

* 
where /i;(A) is a multi-valued shift function on the curve A(£). We shall write the problem 
(9) symbolically in the form 

ДОКА(О)) = Ay(A, /х(А)Ж/х(А(0)), (10) 
where 7 = A(£) (£ e R) is a curve in the complex plane, A is a jump of the function 
across the curve, the value of the function on the curve is the half-sum of the boundary 
values, /x(A) is the shift function (may be multi-valued). 

Corresponding integral equations. In all these three cases the problem is equivalent to 
a certain integral equation which can be obtained by a proper reduction of equations 
(3), (5). Let us do that for a Riemann problem with a shift. Introducing 

py(X) = ф+ -ф-\хеУ, 
we can restore the function ф in the form 

*-^,im-^ 
Hence 

and from equation (9) we get 

/4(A) = £ (W,(A)) + J U p . / ^ ^ L _ d A ' ) Я!ДА), Л е 7. (11) 

Let the curve 7 consist of n connected branches л = A,(£), ( e l , and />,•(() be the 
jump of the function ф across the corresponding branch. Then the expression for the 
function ф takes the form 

^ = r ? + 2 ^ g i ( A 3 A ^ ) ) ^ ' <U> 

and the integral equation (11) reads 

M - E (,(/.(0) + l±r f 7Ш^ШТ)^'У(а <13) 

Thus we have obtained the system of n singular integral equations. 
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The Afunctional kernels. There is one important special case of the nonlocal ^-problem 
which is exactly solvable, which correspons to soliton solutions and discrete spectrum 
(in some broad sense). This is the case of Afunctional kernels 

N 

Л(Л^) = 2 т г г ^ Л ^ ( Л - Л | ) % - М , ) , (14) 

where А;, щ is a set of points in the complex plane, \{ ф /x,, 
Rk = ckexp((Ki(X) - Ki(p))xi). 

In this case the solution of the problem (1) is a rational function, and the problem (1) 
reduces to a system of linear equations. The formula for the solution normalized by 
(A - /x)"1 is 

V.(A,M) = T i - + ((A)-1)ii;
 Rj 

•p Ob'-zOO*-^)' (15) 
A.ij — dij 

Pi ~ XJ 
where 

Rk = ck exp((Ki(//jb) - Ki{\k))xi\ 
or in a more symmetric form with respect to A and /x, 

0(А | А | )= т Ц + ((ЛО"1)о- l 
A - / X (/ij;- fi)(\ - \i) ' 

A{j = R{ Sij — - —, 
Pi — л? 

( i6) 

In the limit when a pair of poles Aj, /XJ coincides, rational with respect to xi factors 
appear in the formula for ф. The limit A, -> /x, for all 0 < г ^ N corresponds to a 
rational with respect to x{ solution. 

2.2. Construction of equations integrable via the d-dressing method. The nonlocal 
9-problem and its special cases ( the 9-problem with a shift, the nonlocal Riemann 
problem, the Riemann problem with a shift) are powerful tools for constructing integrable 
nonlinear wave equations and their solutions (see [3, 4, 5, 9]). 

The algebraic scheme of constructing equations is based on the following property of 
the problem (1): if V>(x> ^) is a solution of the problem (1), then the functions 

и(х)ф, Б{ф = (д/dxi + К{)ф (17) 
are also solutions. Combining this property with the unique solvability of the problem 
(1), one obtains differential relations between the coefficients of expansion of functions 
V>(x, A) in powers of (A - \p) at the poles of lf,(A). Let us outline the basic steps of this 
scheme for the equations which will be used in this work, i.e., for the KP equation and 
for the N-wave type system of equations [5]. 

The KP equation. For the KP equation Dx = d/dx + i\, D2 = д/ду + а^Х2, (a = 1;г), 
D3 = д/dt + гА3. Let us introduce the solution of the problem (1) normalized by 1 

V>(A,z,y,t)A-oo -» l + V>o(*,y,*)A 1 + . . . 
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The basis in the space of solutions of the problem (1) with the polynomial normalization 
is composed of the set of functions В^ф, 0 ^ n < oo. It follows from the unique solvability 
of the problem (1) that ф satisfies the relations 

(D3 + D\ + g(x, y, t)Dx + h(x, у, 1))ф = О, (18) 
(«D2 + D2

X+ 2v(x, у, t))V> = 0. (19) 
The successive use of the coefficients of expansion of these relations as Л —• oo allows 
us to define the functions v, g, h, 

. д , л , 3 , 
v = — г- -фо, g = 3v, hx = - [vxx - avyj, 

and to derive the KP equation for the first coefficient of expansion of the function ф as 
Л —> oo: 

(vt + -vxxx + 3vxv) = ~-a2vyy. (20) 
&r 

The matrix KP equation via the scalar dressing. We would like to represent here a 
simple and interesting result important for the clasification of equations integrable by 
the d-dressing method. The 9-dressing method establishes a correspondance between 
a triad of rational functions Ki(X) and an integrable equation (system of equations). 
There is a natural question: what is the equation corresponding to the triad г'Л2, 1/аЛ4, 
iA6? First, the dispersion law for this system coincides with the dispersion law of the KP 
equation [1]. But the accurate answer is that the matrix (2 x 2) KP equation correspons 
to this triad. Indeed, let us introduce the functions ф\ and ф2, normalized respectively by 
1 and A. Now the basis in the space of solution of the problem (1) with the polynomial 
normalization is composed of the set of functions D^i and D^2, ф\ and ф2 are 
normalized respectively by 1 and A. One can easily check that relations (19) and (18) 
hold in this case also, but now the potentials are (2 x 2) matrix functions 

(aD2+Dl+2v(z,y,t))№} =0, 

The matrix KP equation can be derived as a compatibility condition for these equations, 
it reads 

д ( * 3 2\ 3 2 
~д~\1 + AUxxx -*" 2Ux) = ~~Aa Uyy + 3 1 г / х ' М х 1 ~ auyh 

where ux = v, и = —гфц. 
This observation allows us to construct explicitely a U-V pair corresponding to an 

arbitrary triad of rational functions. Indeed, let us take the triad 
Ni-l 

Щ\) = XNi + £ C*A*, i = 1,2,3. (21) 
*=i 

Let Ni be the smallest of Ni. In this case the basis in the space of solution of the 
problem (1) with the polynomial normalization is composed of the set of functions 
J9f фх,... В?фн{., where ф,... фщ are normalized respectively by 1, . . . XNi. The U-V 
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pair now is given by the expressions 

[D2- Y, *k{xux2,Xb)D*)\ : = 0 , (22) 
* = i 

^ N i • 

[NzlN{\ / Ф\ \ 

( я 3 - £ |>*(*ь*2,*з)А*) I : = 0 , (23) 
)t=i 4 0JV,-. 

where the potentials are iV, x Ni matrices and some of them may be equal to zero or 
have a special structure (some entries are equal to zero or a constant) depending on 
the powers Nu N2f N3, [M/N] denotes here minn : n ^ M/N. So (22) and (23) give 
the U-V pair for the integrable system of equations corresponding to an arbitrary triad 
of polynomials (21). The solutions for this system can be found using the problem (1). 

The N-wave type system of equations. To construct the N-wave type system of equations, 
we use the functions Ki(\) with an arbitrary number of simple and distinct poles: 

ад = Е ^ (24) 
a = l 

where a-*, Xf e C, 1 ^ a ^ nj, Xf ф A .̂ Let us introduce the solutions V>-*(x, A) of the 
problem (1), normalized by (A - Xf )""1. These solutions satisfy the relations 

Dtf? - Ъ(\?)ф? - ф£а?фТ = 0, </£*(*) = ltf(x, A?), (25) 

where i ф j , summation over /3 is meant. The leading order of expansion of relation 
(25) as A —> XI, i ф j ф к yields the equation 

£ - V # + ( О Д ) - Щ\!)Уф% - ф',аа°фГк-> = 0, (26) 

summation over /9 is meant. If different permutations ijk and substitutions of the indices 
/?,7 are taken into account, (26) is a closed set of equations for the functions ф^а(х.). 
The system of equations (26) is formally Lagrangian with the action density 

A x ) = eijk (\ф:/а?дкф??аГ + K^Xf^a^af + \a°<ф%'«?<a>£«), (27) 

summation is over a,/3,7 as well as over i, j , k. 

§3. Solutions with special properties 

3.1. The decreasing solutions. A solution given by the problem (1) in the general case 
is defined only locally in the vicinity of the point x = 0, where the d-problem is uniquely 
solvable. Solvability may be lost on some manifold in a space (xi,x2,x3), where the 
solution has a singularity. To get "good enough" solutions having no singularities and 
bounded (decreasing) as |x| —• 00 one should impose some restrictions on the kernel 
R(X,n). These restrictions were discussed in our article [1]. The main result of this 
article can be formulated as follows. Let us choose a unit vector щ (Y, n\ — *) defin
ing a direction in the x-space. The solution given by the problem (1) is regular in a 
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neighborhood of straight line xi — rii( and decreasing along this line as £ —• ±00 if the 
condition 

3 

В * £ п < ( В Д ) - # , - ( м ) ) = 0 (28) 
t = i 

is satisfied (this condition is in fact the condition for the kernel R(\, ц), it means that we 
should use the kernel localized on the manifold (28)), and the kernel Я(А, //) is "small 
enough". 

To get a solution which is "good enough" in a neighborhood of some plane, defined 
by two vectors щ,т^ the following two conditions must be satisfied: 

3 

Re^n j ( l f i (A)-Jf j ( i U ) )=0 , 
i = l 
3 

Re Y^ mi(Ki(X) - 1 В Д ) = 0. 
i = l 

In the generic case the pair of conditions (28) define a manifold of real dimension 2 
in the space C2 of complex variables А, /л. 

Let us illustrate this result by a simple example of the KP equation. To obtain a small 
nonsingular solution decreasing in the plane (я, у) it is sufficient to use the problem (1) 
with kernel localized on the manifold defined by the system of conditions (28) 

Im(A-/x) = 0, (29) 
R e a - 1 ( A 2 - / i 2 ) = 0. (30) 

If a = i, the system (30), (29) has a solution A, // e R, which defines a nonlocal Riemann 
problem on the real axis. So the small decreasing solutions of the KPl equation are given 
by the nonlocal Riemann problem 

ф+ -ф~ = 1(ф+ + tp')Ry(X,iA)exp(ipiXi)diA, (31) 
7 

that was originally used by Manakov [10] to integrate the KPl equation. 
If a = 1, the solution of the system (30) is /x = -A. Thus small decreasing solutions 

of the KP2 equation are given by the d-problem with conjugation 
дф{х,у,г,\) = #(A,-A)exp(y>iZj)V>(x,y,t,-A), (32) 

and we reproduce the result of Ablowitz, Bar Yaacov, and Fokas [11]. 
The technique of the d-problem is flexible enough to construct solutions with a differ

ent given type of asymptotic behavior. For instance, to get a solution, periodic in x and 
decreasing in y, one can use the kernel localized on the countable system of manifolds 

v 27ГП , _ . 
A — / / = - — , — 00 < n < 00, ( 3 3 ) 

Ji. 
Rea- 1 (A 2 - / i 2 ) = 0. (34) 

If a = i, the system (34) has a solution A,// e R, A - // = ± ^ p , and the solutions of 
the KPl equation, periodic in x and decreasing in y, are given by the Riemann problem 
with a shift on the real axis with the shift function (33). 
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If a = 1, the system (34) has a solution Re\,(j, = ±*p, Л - /x = ± ^ . Thus the 
solutions of the KP2 equation, periodic in x and decreasing in y, are given by the 
Riemann problem with a shift on the system of lines Re\rp = ±5f with the shift 
function \i = -A. This interesting problem is quite complicated, but we shall not treat it 
here in detail. 

3.2. The (1 + l)-dimensional case. The solutions independent of the variable XJ can be 
obtained from the problem (1) with kernel localized on the manifold 

К^Х)-КМ = 0. (35) 
This observation allows us to use the ^2 4- l)-dimensional dressing method for (1 + 1)-
dimensional equations and leads us naturally to the d-problem with a shift and, for 
decreasing solutions, to the Riemann problem with a shift. Let us consider this observation 
in more detail. 

If we have a (2+l)-dimensional integrable equation defined by the functions Ki(X), we 
can descend to the (l+l)-dimensional case, using the condition (35) for some coordinate 
xi in the original or rotated coordinate system. For example, the y-independent KP 
equation gives the KdV equation 

f Щ + -Vxxx + Zvxv\ = 0. 

In this case condition (35) reads 
A2 - fi2 = 0, 

and the solutions of the KdV equation are given by the 9-problem with a shift [4] 
50(A) = Д(А, -А)ехр(^*<Ж-А), ( 3 6) 

the shift function for this case is quite simple (/x = -A), and it is easy to transform the 
problem (36) to the local matrix (2 x 2) Riemann problem. 

We may also consider the case of the ^-independent KP equation, which corresponds 
to the simplified Boussinesq equation 

f«4» = -(i««. + 5«2)„- (37) 
In this case condition (35) reads 

A 3 - V = 0, 
and the solutions of the simplified Boussinesq equation (37) are given by the 9-problem 

з 
&/.(А) = £Д<У>(е;А), 

1=1 

where e] = 1. A simplified version of the Boussinesq equation was considered in [12]. 
Let us show that for decreasing solutions our approach leads us to the Riemann problem 
with a shift for the functions analytic in sectors (such a geometry for the local matrix 
Riemann problem arose in [12] from the analytic properties of the direct scattering 
problem). Combining condition (35) with condition (28) 

Im(A - fi) = 0, 
we obtain 

( A - ещ = О, 
\ A - / i = £, ( G R . 
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The solution of this system is 
A = « l - e , - ) - 1 , 

it defines the Riemann problem with a shift on the pair of straight lines with the vectors 
ехр(г"7г/б), ехр(-г7г/б), the shift function is /z = -Л. So we arrive at the problem for the 
function analytic in corresponding sectors. 

For an arbitrary rational function К±(\) condition (35) defines a multi-valued shift 
function /ij(A), and the corresponding d-problem reads 

n 

80(A) = £jW(Aj( / i ) ) . (38) 
t'=l 

§4. The Boussinesq equation 

Let us introduce a modification of the KP equation 

^ ( ( v i ~ Pvx) + -vxxx + 3vxv} = ~-a2vyy, fi1 = 1. (39) 

The solutions of this equation are given by the problem (1) with the dependence of 
the kernel on the variables x,y,t defined by the expressions (compare (2), (17)) 

Di = д/дх + *A, 
D2 = d/dy + a-1\2 (a = l;t), (40) 
D3 = д/dt + i\3 + i0A, 

the derivation of this statement for the KP equation is given in §2, in this case it is 
completely analogous (or otherwise one may treat equation (39) as a KP equation with 
transformed variables x, y, t). 

The time-independent solutions of equation (39) satisfy the Boussinesq equation 

( 4 a : 4 y ~ 0v*x) = ~ (jv** + 2v2)xx' (41) 
Such solutions are given by the problem (1) (v = —i-^фо) if the support of the kernel 
Л(А,/х) belongs to the manifold defined by condition (35) 

(A 8 +/9A- M
8 - /9 | i ) = 0, A^/i (42) 

or 
A2 + A/x + /z2 4- /S = 0. 

This relation defines a 9-problem with a shift 
дф(\, x, у) = R( A, p( A)) exp(^lxI)V>(/i(A), x, y), 

МА) = 1(-А±(4/?-ЗА2)*) , ( 4 3 ) 

The solutions of the Boussinesq equation, given by the problem (43) (v = -i^t/>o)> 
are defined locally in a neighborhood of the point x = 0, у = 0. We consider the 
Boussinesq equation as a dynamical equation with respect to the variable y. To obtain 
decreasing solutions as |x| -• oo, we should investigate the intersection of the manifold 
(35) with the manifold defined by condition (28): 

Irn(A - ц) = 0. (44) 

4 Алгебра и анализ. 1994. Т. 6. № 3. 
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Conditions (42), (44) define the Riemann problem with a shift (the Carleman's problem) 
which is a proper tool to solve Boussinesq's equation. Introducing £ = |(A _ A0> V — 
-i\{\ + /i), i € R, one can get 

P + £2 - Zv2 = 0. (45) 

On the reduction. Let us make a remark on the reduction. For a = 1, v(z,y) is real if 
the kernel of the problem (1) satisfies the condition 

Д(А,д) = Д(-А,-Д), * (46) 
and the condition 

R(\,v) = R(ji,\) (47) 
if a = i. 
Soliton solutions. In the case of Boussinesq equation, formula (15) gives the determinant 
expression for the solution (for a similar expression for the KP, see [2]) 

d2 

°X о (48) 
A -8- - ' 

Hi - Xj 
where 

Rk - Cjtexp \г{цк ~ h)[x (/лк + Afc)yJJ, 
the pairs (A*,/!*) should satisfy equation (42) and А* ф fij. The reductions (46) or (47) 
also are to be taken into account. 

We shall not investigate formula (48) and its degenerate cases in more detail here, 
because this subject seems to be well discussed in literature (see, for example, [6]). 
4.1. The "plus" Boussinesq equation. One can see that the properties of the Boussinesq 
equation depend significantly on the sign of /?. Let p = 1. The corresponding equation 
(the plus. Boussinesq equation) is of the form 

3 2 1 /3 
-a vyy — vxx 4 ^ byy 

In the case a2 = 1, it is a nonlinear wave equation, having in a linear approximation 
the monochromatic solution 

In the case a2 = - 1 it is a nonlinear elliptic equation. In both cases equation (49) can 
be solved by the following Riemann problem with a shift: 

-3i/2 + £2 + 1 = 0, A = -Д, A = f +, iv, /x = -i + iv (50) 
Equation (50) defines a hyperbola with the branches belonging respectively to the upper 
and to the lower half-planes (Figure 1, the dashed line). The shift is the change of the 
sign of the real part of A. Let us introduce 

P±(0 = * lH±, 
the jumps of the function ^(A) across the upper and lower branches of the hyperbola. 
The function ф can be represented in the form 

oo oo 
, , 1 / P+(Q d\+ 1 f p . ( Q dX 

* - + 27П J (Л - A+(?)) d(' a" + 2ni J (A - A_(e)) d? ^ ' 
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where 

The Riemann problem with a shift (50) is equivalent to the system of two integral 
equations (13) 

oo oo 

= (л + _L„ „ 7 />+(*') dX+^> + J_ f M O dx-dA 
V + 2 « P-J (A+(-0 - A+«')) « ' C + 2 « y (А+(-0-А_(И)^' ' 

— O O — O O 

x Л+(0 ехр ( - ^ \ Л + £2У + 2tfz), 

MO 
OO OO 

= f i+J_„„ 7 M O d\ 1 7 />+(Q dA+ л 
V + 2m P- J (A_( -0 - A-(C')) <*£' C + 2*i У (A_(~0 - MO) # ' ' 

— OO — O O 

x Д- (0ехр ( ^ ^ V l + F y - 2**) . 

The solution of the Boussinesq equation is given by the formula 
oo 

д 1 
дх 2-я /M>^«>£)* 

* 2 1 / 3 2 \ 
- a Vyy + VXJt + TVxxxx + ( o V ) = 0 

b 4 \Z / xx 

4.2. The "minus" Boussinesq equation. This equation 
3 

V 
arises upon putting /? = — 1. The reduced d problem for this equation is described by 
the conditions 

A2 + A/i + /x2 = 1 (51) 

(time independence) and 
Im(A-/i) = 0 (52) 

(decreasing in the ^-direction). There are two possibilities to satisfy these conditions. 
1. A and /a are real (A2 < f, y? < f) and 

We have a Riemann problem on the cut - J \ < Re A < J \ with the twofold shift (53). 
2. A and /i are complex, A = v + г£, /i = -v + г£, £, v £ R, 

i/2 - 3£2 = 1 (54) 

Both A and \i are placed on the hyperbola (see Figure 1, the continuous line). The 
shift with respect to the "plus" Boussinesq equation is the reflection with respect to the 
imaginary axis. 
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Let us parameterize the curves on which the solution ф of the Riemann problem with 
a shift has a discontinuity in the following way: 

7+ = A+(0 = i( + VTTW, -oo < £ < oo, 

7_ = A_(0 = if - у/Т+Зё, -oo < £ < oo, 

and introduce the jumps />+(£)> />-(£)> Po(f) of the function ф across the respective curves. 
Then the function ф can be represented in the form 

oo 

v + 2*. У (A - A+(£')) « ' 
— oo 

+ 2 « У (A - A_(f»)) dP 2 « У (A - £') C • 

-Л 
The Riemann problem in this case is equivalent to the system of three integral equations 

oo 

—00 

1 1 7 p-(o ^ + — / po{n dt) 
-y/i 

x Л+(^)е«И->Аг!«г)«+*(1<,-<лА::1«г-1)» 

+ \2ni J (я-(С) - A+(C')) dC' 
— OO 

1 ? p_(Q <iA 1 /3 Po(t') ,,Л 
+ 2тгг У (,1_(0-А_(€»))«' ? + 2 « У (/*_«) - О ? ' 

where 
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oo 

— oo 

oo V з 
, J _ / P-(t') d\- , i / _ М П _ . . л 

+ 2 « У (A_(0-A_(f))d6' 5 2« У (A-(O-f ') C / 

OO 

— OO 

oo V з 

+ J _ 7 *>-(?) dA+^> i x у _ м о _ ^ 
+ 2тггУ (A+(0 - A_(H) df' ? 2*i У ( А + ф - ? ) *' 

The solution of the Boussinesq equation is given by the formula 

d_J_ 
дх 2тт /И>£ + МО^)« + / M0&* 

In this case the spectral data i?7 split into two parts; the short-wave part of the 
continuous spectrum is localized on the hyperbola (54), and the long-wave part of the 
spectrum on the segment of the real axis (in fact on the covering of this segment); see 
Figure 1, the continuous line. For a = 1 the hyperbola corresponds to the stable part of 
the spectrum (the exponent (2) for у is imaginary) and the segment to the unstable part 
(the exponent is real), for a = i the situation is reversed, i.e., for a = 1 the long-wave 
instability holds, and for a = 1 we have the short-wave instability. 

§5. The relativistically-invariant systems 

The systems considered in this part were first integrated by Zakharov and Mikhailov 
[7], using the matrix local Riemann problem. In our work we use the scalar nonlocal 
problem and obtain some new spectral information for these equations. 

Let us consider the solutions of the N-wave type system of equations (26) independent 
of the variable x\. Such solutions are given by the 3-problem with a shift defined by 
condition (35) and obey the relation 

v-;; = (ад!) - Kwr^fafyft, 
where j ^ k, j,k = 2,3. Substituting this relation in equations (26) with the derivatives 
d2 and 93 we obtain the closed set of equations for the functions ф°£, Ф°£, Фз?, Ф1\: 
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'к ¥" h Кз = 2,3, summation is over /?, a'. We consider the case m„ A; e R. In this 
case system (55) admits a reduction 

C = -#f. (56) 
which corresponds to the following condition for the kernel of the problem (1): 

Я(А,//) = Д(Д,А). 
The linear part of equation (55) can be canceled preserving the reduction by the sub
stitution 

ф<% = ехр(^(ЛПх> + Kk(\°)xk - KiiXDxj))^, (57) 
and the coefficients af can be made equal to 1 by the change 

Й = Й ( - « М * (58) 
if Im a? > 0. Further we use the notation ф"1 for the function ф°£, (раР for the function 
ф*2 The set of equations (55) in this case reads 

-£-ф°ч = (Кг(\1) - tf,(A>)rV W 4 , 
%2 (59) 
—„«" = -(Kt(\i) - tf,(A£))-Va V V " , 

summation is over 0, a' in the first equation and over 7, a' in the second equation. The 
Lagrangian density for this system is 

C(x2,x3) = 1(фа-,д2фа'1 - фа'<д2фа'> - f ^ W + 9а?дз^ 
+2(к1(\0

2)-к1(\;))-1^фа'-'фа^а'^, (60) 
where summation is over a, /?, 7, a'. In the special case of K2 and K$ having one pole, 
system (59) reduces to the relativistically-invariant Nambu system [7]: 

дчч>° = Ц>°Е0Ф0<Р0, (61) 

where rj = x2y f = -x3 are the light cone variables, ipa — Аф^, фа = Аф"2, 
A = (1т(#1(А3) - Ari(A2))^ (without loss of generality, we suppose that 1т(К1(А3) -
Ki(X2)) > 0). In the general case, the complete relativistic invariance of system (59) 
can be obtained if K2 and K3 have equal number of poles. 

With an extra symmetry 
K2(X) = -K2(-X), 
K3(X) = -ЩХ), (62) 
Kl(X) = ±K1(-X) 

system (59) admits a reduction 
W = -+ZV; A? = - A?', A? = - A / , (63) 

which corresponds to the condition 
R(\,fi) = R(-\,-ii). (64) 

For the Nambu system, the symmetry (62) implies a special choice K2 = a2A, K3 = a3/A, 
A'i(A) = Ki(-X) and leads to the reduction 

ф°=ф°', <pa = <pa\ А? = -АГ#. (65) 
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Thus we obtain the Gross-Neveu equations 

f d^ = ir £,(* V + V> V) , 
\ д(ф° = ^ Y.№V + 0V)-

The Lagrangian density for systems (61) and (66) is given by the expression (60). 
Now let us investigate the problem allowing us to construct the solutions with the 

asymptotic behavior resulting from the transform (57), (58); respectively, for systems 
(55), (59), (61), (66) as V # T ^ - oo: 

V-if - ( A j - A f ) - 1 , (67) 

Г" - Atf exp((A'3(A£) - #з(А?))*з - # 2 ( А Г Ы , (68) 

^ - ^ ' - « с р ^ - а ^ А ? ) , (70) 

where 

A f - A f ' A 2 - A f yim(^i(0))" 
Taking into account that t'af, A? € R, the system of conditions (28) 

Re(tf2(A) - / Э Д ) = 0, Re(^3(A)-Ar3(M))=0, А ф ц (71) 
has a solution A, y. € R (which is unique in the generic case). Thus, the Riemann problem 
with a shift is set on the real axis. The shift function is defined by condition (35) 

* , ( А ) - / В Д = 0, \фц, (72) 

^W = E A S - ,(73) 
and it can be rather complicated. This problem gives solutions of the Nambu equations 
with asymptotic behavior (69). 

In the presence of the extra symmetry (62), equations (71) have also a solution 
Л = -Д. (74) 

The substitution of this solution in relation (73) gives an equation of the algebraic curve 
in a complex plane 

Кг(Х) ± Id (A) = 0, Кх(\) = -tfi(A). (75) 
So in this case the Riemann problem with a shift is set on the curve consisting of the 
real axis and the algebraic curve (75), the shift functions are given respectively by (73) 
and (74). This problem gives solutions of the Gross-Neveu equations with asymptotic 
behavior (70). 

A remark on soliton solutions. Soliton solutions for the equations considered in this 
section are given by formula (16), the pairs (А*,/х*) should satisfy condition (35) for хъ 
the reductions are to be taken into account. 
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§6. Inverse problems for a differential operator of an arbitrary order on a line 

The developed method allows us to find a productive approach to the classical problem 
of analysis—the inverse problem for a differential operator of an arbitrary order (see [8, 
6]). We consider the spectral problem 

n - 2 

i = l 

oo < x < oo, satisfying the condition 
U{(x) —• Oj, X —• ± 0 0 , 

where a, are given complex constants. In other words, L —• L0t x —• ±oo, 
n - l 

The problem is to restore the potentials w, by some properly defined "scattering data". 
One can construct the potentials with the corresponding wave functions, using nonlo

cal problems in the complex plane. Though we work in the scope of the dressing method 
and do not treat the direct scattering problem, we obtain an information (may be not 
complete) about the structure of the continuous spectrum. In fact we define the inverse 
scattering transform from the kernel of the Riemann problem with a shift to the small 
decreasing potentials of the corresponding operators, the wave functions are also given 
by this procedure. 

Let us consider the nonlocal d-problem (1) with K\ = A, K2 = An + YA=I a« '̂» 
a, e C, normalized by 1. This choice leads us to the relation 

n n - 2 
( 1 ) 2 - ^ а ^ ; ) ^ ( А , х , у ) = ^и,(х,у)2);^(Л,х,у). (76) 

i = l t = l 
As usually, we can pass from the "prolonged" derivatives Di to partial derivatives by the 
transform 

ф —• V>exp(ifjX,). 
The potentials щ in the operator (76) can easily be expressed through the coefficients 
of expansion of the function ф(\,х,у) as Л —• oo. For the case a; € R, the potentials 
are real if the kernel of the problem (1) satisfies the condition 

i*(A,/i) = ie(A,/i). 
Now let us proceed to the one-dimensional case. To cancel the dependence on y, we 

should use the ^-problem (1) with the kernel Д(А,/*) localized on the manifold (35) 
К2(\)-К2(ц) = 0 

or 
n - l n - l 

•=1 i = l 
In this case we can solve the inverse scattering problem for the operator on the line 

(dn + ] T aiff + £ щ(х)&)ф(\,х) = ClKA,*), (78) 
t = l i = l 
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where 

C=(A" + 5 > A ' ' ) . 
1=1 

Condition (77) defines a d-problem with a shift 
n 

â (A) = £*.-( АЖМА)). (79) 
t = l 

The problem (79) gives the potentials with the wave functions locally near the point 
x = 0. To construct the decreasing potentials defined on all the line we should observe 
condition (28) 

Re(A - /i) = 0. (80) 
This condition, together with (77), defines a Riemann problem with a shift (10). The 
equation of the curve A(£), £ e % for this problem is given by the substitution of 
expression /л = A — i( (compare (80)) in equation (77), the shift function is given by 
equation (77) (it is also useful to note that A and /i have identical real part). 

Thus, small decreasing potentials for the operator (78), together with the correspond
ing wave functions, are given by the Riemann problem with a shift 

AMA(0))=Jt r (A, | i (AM,i(A(0)) , 
which reduces to the integral equations (13); this problem defines the transform from 
the kernel R to the potentials щ{х) (the inverse scattering transform for the continuous 
spectrum). 

Let us consider a simple example K2 = An. In this case the operator (78) is of the 
form 

n - 2 
0ГФ{A, x) = ] Г щ(х)д\ ф(\, х). (81) 

i=l 

This class of operators was investigated in detail in [8]. We shall show now how our 
technique works in this case. The shift function (77) for this case is 

A n - /x n = 0, (82) 
and the problem (79) reads 

n 

а0(А) = £я<(АЖе<А), е? = 1. (83) 
i = l 

If we take into account condition (80), we obtain 
A — e,/x = 0, 
A - | i = «f, £eR. 

The solution of this system is 

A = ie(l-e i)"1 :=*to, 
/i = - ^ ( l - e i r 1 ) - 1 : = - t f a i , e, ф 1. 

In this case ф has a discontinuity on (n - 1) lines with the angle тг/п between them. 
Thus, we arrive at the Riemann problem with a shift for the function analytic in sectors, 
the shift function is \i — A. The integral equations (13) for this case is of the form 

n—1 °° 

"(0 = (*+ h ЁV-P- J а£-1#а*#)*®exp((at ~ *кП 
J~ —oo 
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where pk is the jump of the function ф across the corresponding line. In the general case, 
the Riemann problem with a shift may be defined on quite a general analytical curve in 
the complex plane. The symmetries of the function K2(X) can simplify the investigation. 
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